
Heavy Base Weighted with
Solid Steel for 
Maximum Stability

Hand Spun
Solid Aluminum
Covers the Base
and is Rolled Under
to Protect the Floor

Internal Thru-bolted
Construction to Insure
Strength of Assembly

Heavy Gauge Metal Tubing
Withstands Years of Use

Solid Metal,
Universal "4 Way" Ring
Can Accept Ropes from
Any Angle

Includes a Solid Metal
Crown in either Traditional
Style or Ball Top

ELEGANT DESIGNS
Whether you select  a ball top design or a 
standard crown, a bell shaped or flat style base 
your post will make an elegant appearance while 
providing an important function of organizing and 
guiding visitors in a traditional or contemporary 
setting.

FOUR WAY HOOK RINGS
Four way hook rings providing for multi-directional 
barrier ropes to be attached are standard at the 
top of every Glaro post.

ROPE
Luxurious upholstered 1 ½” diameter solid cotton 
core traditional barrier ropes are available in a 
large variety of fabrics and colors.  Glaro Nyvel is 
a100% nylon velour that cannot dry rot and resists 
fading more than any competitive velour product.

SIGN FRAMES AND HOLDERS
Provide the signs that guide and inform visitors.  A 
variety of Glaro sign equipment is available and all 
have a “2 point” mounting to the hook ring.  This is 
the most durable, long lasting, and firm 
attachment of the signage needed to direct 
visitors.  Custom signs are available for every 
message.

SNAP ENDS FOR ROPE
Only the finest hand polished solid brass castings 
are used on Glaro rope to provide service free 
performance for years to come.

STABILITY OF POSTS AND UNIQUE BASE 
CONSTRUCTION Glaro bases are more stable than any 
other brand post due to the full 14” diameter base design, 
and heavy weight in most of our bases.  They will resist 
tipping more than all other posts available.  Glaro bases are 
heavily weighted with solid steel, that can neither easily rust, 
crack, or shift like cast iron, concrete, or sand.  The bottom of 
each base has a rust proof powder coat finish that is baked 
on.  The outer covering of the base not only covers the top 
and sides but is rolled under the bottom to stiffen the base 
and protect floors.  An optional full vinyl corrugated pad can 
be attached for more extreme situations.  Permanent and 
socket mountings for posts are also available.

ADA REQUIREMENTS AND CUSTOM POSTS

VARIETY and COMPLEMENTARY PRODUCTS

Custom height posts to meet ADA regulations or for exhibits 
are readily available.  ABS base covers are in stock for all 14” 
diameter posts.  Metal finishes may be mixed with any of our 
27 powder coat colors.  Please inquire.

A full selection of designs and finishes are available to meet 
the needs of every décor and location.  In addition, Glaro 
manufactures coordinated and matching companion lines of 
products most often used in the same or nearby areas of the 
facility.
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STRAP LENGTHS
Extenda-Barrier is standard with a 7 foot long strap and 
Extenda-Barrier XL is standard with a 12 foot long strap.

CUSTOM IMPRINTED STRAPS
The message of your choice and/or a logo in the color 
of your choice can be applied to one or both sides of 
each strap.

UNIVERSAL 4-WAY HEAD
Each Extenda-Barrier™ Head is equipped with either a 
Durable 7’ or a 12’ 100% Nylon Strap.  Every head has 
three receptor channels that receive and secure straps 
from other Extenda-Barrier™ posts or Extenda-Barrier™ 
wall mounted units.

SIGN FRAMES AND ADAPTORS
A full selection of post mounted sign frames, sign 
holders, and custom signs are available.  All adaptors 
securely mount to the top of the post with recessed 
screws to prevent theft and accidental removal.  Many 
sign units feature a rotating adaptor so that the sign can 
face the direction that will be most effective. 

STRAP SAFETY DEVICE
All Glaro Extenda-Barrier™ Units have a Slow 
Retracting, Centrifugal Breaking Mechanisms to prevent 
the strap from retracting too forcefully.  Therefore, the 
risk of injury is eliminated and the dangerous slingshot 
operation of straps without safety brakes on non-Glaro 
products is easily avoided.

OPTIONAL LOCKING DEVICE
In areas where small children are prevalent or where it is 
desired that changes not be readily made by visitors, 
the Optional Safety Locking Device prevents 
unauthorized removal of the strap, providing a greater 
degree of safety and security.

BUILT SOLID, BUILT STRONG

INDOOR/OUTDOOR USE

 Glaro takes great pride in 
manufacturing truly durable products intended to last for 
years and years.  Our engineers and designers understand 
how abusive public places can be.  We use the heavy gauge 
metals and tough finishes that are easy to maintain and stand 
up to these kinds of demands. 

 With the exception of the mirror 
brass and mirror chrome finishes all Glaro posts have been 
proven to be ideal for outdoor as well as indoor use.  Even 
our specially formulated satin brass finish will never rust or 
tarnish. 

  

OUTSTANDING CUSTOMER SERVICE

QUICK SHIP and SERVICE

 Our staff is 
second to none when providing our customers with the 
products and services they deserve.  We are sincerely 
interested in your product and service requirements.  It is no 
surprise that the vast majority of our current customers have 
purchased, with satisfaction, our products in the past. 

 Speed of shipment is a top 
priority throughout the Glaro facility.  Almost every order is 
shipped within 24 to 48 hours.  Freight is handled by 
performance rated transporters with a proven record for safe 
and on time delivery at competitive prices.  Posts are shipped 
KD which substantially reduces freight costs and damages.

™Extenda-Barrier
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